propertygibraltar.com
Listing 1000 properties in Gibraltar
from 12 leading Estate Agents.

Almost every country has a well established
property portal website. We take the view
that Gibraltar deserves one too!
Introducing PropertyGibraltar.com the only Gibraltar
Property Portal on the web. A professional and fresh new
website in which all estate agents in Gibraltar are able to
list all their properties under one roof and help make
buying a home in Gibraltar a whole lot easier.
Over the past decade Gibraltar’s property
market has shown substantial growth and
continues to show resilience amidst a worldwide crisis which has affected property
markets across the globe. There is no question
that a substantial part of the market is geared
by international clientele relocating to Gibraltar
and with this there is also an expectation of
what the Gibraltar property sector can offer.
Piranha Designs has worked closely with
nearly 90% of property agents locally and we
are aware of the sensitivities of the industry.
Our service, trust and professionalism leads us
to believe that we are perfectly placed to offer
a property portal that will simply add value to
the already existing service that we provide our
long standing clients. This new concept for
Gibraltar is designed purely to broaden the
agents horizon.

propertygibraltar.com
Benefits for Clients:

FOR
SALE

Search all of the properties available in
Gibraltar in one click.

Property alerts – a system that allows all users to
enjoy instant information on new instructions.

Locate the right estate agent under the
estate agent directory.

A clean, visually fresh site that delivers a simple
way to choose and search for the right property.

Contact relevant companies for other related
services

Benefits for Agents:
PropertyGibraltar.com is already number one in
google for many top keywords, you too can
benefit from this high ranking, without fear of any
impact on your business.

PROPERTIES

Advertise special offers, developments or
opportunities directly to the correct target market.
Automatic property alerts get sent to clients
regularly.

List all your properties without having to do
anything.
Get new leads from overseas clients and
locals too.

Cost:

Setup fee:

£125 per month for your whole portfolio of
properties for sale and for rent. Commercial
properties are not currently supported, but
coming very soon.

There is a one off £250 setup fee, to create an XML
feed that automatically updates the portal.
Alternatively this can be done by your current web
designer.

For Piranha Design Clients:

£100 per month and no setup fee. Get all your properties in the portal and updated
daily automatically.

